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Jiang Zemin,

I am a common Chinese citizen. In January 2002, I happened to meet with three Dafa practitioners who
were forced to leave their homes. I was deeply impressed with their high moral standard. They clarified
the truth to me and showed me various Dafa materials and the book Zhuan Falun. In a video show, I saw
36 Western practitioners from 12 countries displaying a banner which read, "Truth, Compassion and
Forbearance," clarifying the true facts of Falun Gong to the Chinese government and the world in
Tiananman Square. The scene awakened my conscience. When you are obsessed with the bloody
persecution of Falun Gong, people can see your brutal nature. They also see how great Falun Gong really
is.

In January 2002, my entire family and other relatives became Dafa practitioners through pre-destined
arrangement. Now, all nine people in my family cultivate and practice Falun Dafa. What can you do to
stop people (from believing in the truth)? During the Chinese New Year, 23 of us new Dafa practitioners
and a few other practitioners gathered to study the Fa, practiced, and sent forth righteous thoughts. There
are so many other people in China that are awakening. We want to inform Jiang on this Clearwisdom Net,
that more and more Chinese people have begun to practice Falun Gong. This illustrates an ancient
principle: Those who win over peoples' heart succeed, while those who lose peoples' support are doomed.

Jiang: you claimed that you want to "govern the nation with virtue." However, out of your own selfish
motives, you disregard the constitution and persecute Dafa Practitioners with no pardon. You ordered that
Dafa practitioners be "mentally destroyed and physically eliminated." From your conduct, Chinese people
recognize your brutal, deceitful, and hypocritical soul. As a morally corrupted person, how can you say
that you "govern the nation with virtue?" People recognize the truth. More kind-hearted Chinese people
will be awakening soon.

Let me ask you something. As a government that makes claims to "represent truth and justice," how come
whenever the programs of China's human rights abuses and the truth about Falun Gong appear on Hong
Kong's TV network, the (government controlled) Cable TV will stop the programs immediately? This can
only demonstrate to people that you are afraid of the truth and the people.

Here is my suggestion to you: put the nation and people's interests before your own; stop your obsession
with personal power; admit your guilt to the people and treat people with dignity; return freedom of
expression and freedom of belief to the people.

(Chinese version available at http://www.minghui.cc/mh/articles/2002/3/29/27472.html)


